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MOTIVATION

Planning with a theory of mind is a valuable skill for autonomous agents:

• Accounting for other agents with false beliefs.
• Planning to facilitate coordination.

Most existing planning formalisms support knowledge or belief, but not both.

Our approach is inspired by lightweight epistemic & doxastic planning
approaches from the literature [Cooper et al., 2021, Muise et al., 2022].
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EPISTEMIC-DOXASTIC LOGIC S5-EDL

We consider the epistemic-doxastic logic S5-EDL:

φ ::= Kiφ | Biφ | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ

• Knowledge: Facts which we currently observe.
• Belief: Things we observed in the past or learn through communication.
• S5 for knowledge, KD45 for belief + interactions axioms (e.g., Kiφ → Biφ).
• The satisfiability problem of the full logic is PSPACE-complete.

We do not want to use Kripke models + DEL update models for states/actions.

⇒ Can we find something simpler?
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KNOWLEDGE ONLY: THE EPISTEMIC LOGIC OF OBSERVATIONS (EL-O)

States = Valuations over observation atoms [Cooper et al., 2021]:

σ ::= p | Siσ

• Siσ: agent i sees σ (= knowing whether, Siσ ≡ Kiσ ∨ Ki¬σ).
• No negations, conjunctions or disjunctions within modal operator.
• Introspective atoms such as S1S1p are excluded (they are tautological).

Example:
{p, S1p, S1S2p} |= K1p ∧ ¬K2p ∧ K1¬K2p
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KNOWLEDGE ONLY: THE EPISTEMIC LOGIC OF OBSERVATIONS (EL-O)

• Introspection-free observation atoms logically independent of each other.
⇒ S5-satisfiability of formulas over such atoms reduces to boolean SAT.

Unfortunately, this approach does not work with having a belief about:

Biφ ̸≡ BAiφ ∧ φ

4 epistemic situations: 6 doxastic situations:

¬σ σ

¬Siσ ¬σ ∧ ¬Ki¬σ σ ∧ ¬Kiσ

Siσ ¬σ ∧ Ki¬σ σ ∧ Kiσ

¬β β

? ¬β ∧ ¬Bi¬β ∧ ¬Biβ β ∧ ¬Bi¬β ∧ ¬Biβ

? ¬β ∧ ¬Bi¬β ∧ Biβ β ∧ ¬Bi¬β ∧ Biβ

? ¬β ∧ Bi¬β ∧ ¬Biβ β ∧ Bi¬β ∧ ¬Biβ
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TRUE BELIEFS AND MERE BELIEFS [HERZIG AND PERROTIN, 2021]

True belief about φ: TBAiφ ≡ (Biφ ∧ φ) ∨ (Bi¬φ ∧ ¬φ)

Mere belief about φ: MBAiφ ≡ (Biφ ∧ ¬Kiφ) ∨ (Bi¬φ ∧ ¬Ki¬φ)

All combinations of knowledge and belief are expressible:

e.g., assuming φ is true:
i has no belief about φ ¬MBAiφ ∧ ¬TBAiφ φ ∧ ¬Biφ ∧ ¬Bi¬φ
i has a false belief about φ MBAiφ ∧ ¬TBAiφ φ ∧ Bi¬φ ∧ ¬Kiφ

i has a lucky belief about φ MBAiφ ∧ TBAiφ φ ∧ Biφ ∧ ¬Kiφ

i knows whether / observes φ ¬MBAiφ ∧ TBAiφ φ ∧ Biφ ∧ Kiφ
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A LIGHTWEIGHT FRAGMENT OF S5-EDL

We consider boolean formulas over so-called REDA atoms:

α ::= p | TBAiα | MBAiα

• REDA: repetition-free epistemic-doxastic atoms.
⇒ No negations, conjunctions or disjunctions within modal operator.
⇒ Introspective atoms such as TBAiMBAiα are excluded.

• Arbitrary conjunctions of such atoms are satisfiable.
⇒ Satisfiability reduces to propositional SAT (NP-complete).

We use valuations over REDA atoms as states. For example:

{p,TBAip,¬MBAip,TBAjp,MBAjp} |= Kip ∧ Bjp
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ACTIONS

Actions have indirect effects conditional on agents’ observations.

E.g., action of changing the truth value of p:

• Direct effect: ⊤ ▷ ±p
• Indirect effect: MBAip ▷ ±TBAip.
• Lucky beliefs become false beliefs and vice versa.
• There are additional higher-order indirect effects…
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ACTIONS

In our paper, we define the following types of actions:

• Ontic actions (changing the value of a proposition).
• Starting and stopping to observe (first and second-order).

Allows us to model some first- and second-order false-belief tasks.
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EXAMPLE: SALLY-ANNE TASK

1. Two children, Sally and Anne, are in a room together.
2. Sally has a marble, which she puts into a basket.
3. Sally leaves the room to go out for a walk.
4. Anne removes the marble from the basket and puts it into a box.
5. Sally comes back into the room.

Will Sally search for her marble in the basket or in the box?
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EXAMPLE: SALLY-ANNE TASK

p,
TBASp,¬MBASp,
TBAAp,¬MBAAp

p,
TBASp,MBASp,
TBAAp,¬MBAAp

¬p,
¬TBASp,MBASp,
TBAAp,¬MBAAp

Sally stops
observing

Anne moves
the marble

|= OBSSp |= LBASp |= FBASp

If Sally starts to observe the marble again:

¬p,
TBASp,¬MBASp,
TBAAp,¬MBAAp

Sally starts
observing

|= OBSSp

We get revision for free!
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RESULTS (AAAI 2024)

• Satisfiability in our S5-EDL fragment reduces to propositional satisfiability.
• We define an epistemic-doxastic planning formalism.
• Planning reduces to classical planning (PSPACE-complete).
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LIMITATIONS

We define only actions for second-order knowledge and beliefs.

• Could be generalized to higher-order.
• Actions with second-order indirect effects are already quite complicated.

Our approach only approximates second-order observability:

OBSiOBSjp ≡ TBAi(TBAjp ∧ ¬MBAjp) ∧ ¬MBAi(TBAjp ∧ ¬MBAjp)
≈ TBAiTBAjp ∧ TBAiMBAjp ∧ ¬MBAiTBAjp ∧ ¬MBAiMBAjp
≡ OBSiTBAjp ∧ OBSiMBAjp

E.g., we cannot express:
“I know you don’t observe p, but I have no idea what you believe.”
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THANK YOU!
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